
Falsifying Devices:
New Fraud Scheme Targets CTV

CTV Is One of the Fastest-Growing Channels for Ad-Supported Video Viewing
Current data show that 50% of all internet users access an online video subscription service at least 
once a week, and almost as many (49%) access a network TV app at least once a week. Streaming 
accounts for 11% of all TV viewing hours for people aged 18 to 49 — more than doubling since 2015
(Video Advertising Bureau). 

CTV ad volumes and the opportunity for CTV ad fraud have grown along with user adoption.
DV’s Fraud Lab, which continually analyzes trends in fraud across devices, recently identified a
40% spike in CTV inventory. Upon further review, it became clear that this growth was a result of a new 
bot network specifically targeting CTV.

Contact sales@doubleverify.com or Visit us at doubleverify.com to learn more.
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CTV Inventory Growth Fueled by Bots Spoofing CTV Devices
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The botnet identified by the DV fraud lab spoofs real publisher URLs in order to generate fraudulent 
impressions (that in fact appear on fraudulent sites). With this type of fraud, a bot sends false signals that 
tell the ad server that it is a CTV device. DV is continuously executing independent checks of both 
environment cues and hardware to verify the authenticity of the signals and to identify discrepancies that 
point to falsification. 

DV also reviewed the types of OTT devices where this fraud was perpetrated and discovered that 
approximately one-third came from gaming consoles and two-thirds came from smart TVs.

This attack is the first direct, scaled botnet attack DV has identified in the CTV environment. This is not 
surprising, given the relatively high value of CTV inventory (fraud follows the money) and the fact that 
detection methods are just beginning to grow more sophisticated. This type of fraud is something DV has 
previously detected and protected against in desktop and app environments, and now is able to extend to 
the high-growth category of connected TV.

What Can You Do?
Our clients can rest assured that they are protected by applying DV’s solution throughout the buying 
process. Once the fraud scheme was identified, DV immediately extended coverage across pre-bid 
avoidance and post-bid measurement and blocking. We also took steps to notify impacted clients.   

Alerting Our Partners
We have also proactively alerted our DSP partners, working with them to address the falsified inventory 
and sharing the server IP information necessary to eliminate these impressions at the source. 

This is all part of DV’s commitment to transparency in the ecosystem, and to combating emerging types 
of fraud across devices and formats — including CTV. We will continue to stay at the forefront of fraud 
identification, and will keep you informed as we enhance our protection in order to maximize the quality 
of your digital investment.
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To Learn More About DV Fraud, Viewability and Brand 
Safety Solutions, Contact Sales@doubleverify.com or 
Visit Our Website: www.DoubleVerify.com


